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Festivity of  Statistical Activities 
PSA RSSO III Celebrates 28th National Statistics Month  

 
 October of every year was 

declared as the National Statistics 

Month (NSM) pursuant to 

Presidential Proclamation No. 

627, which was signed by then 

President Corazon C. Aquino on 

20 September 1990.  All agencies 

are enjoined to conduct various 

activities for the month long 

celebration in line with the theme 

for the year of the NSM.   

The theme for the 28th 

NSM was “Facts and Figures for 

the Future:  Statistics for Evidence

-Based Decisions Towards 

AmBisyon Natin  2040”.  This 

year’s theme reflects the 

important role of reliable and 

relevant statistics in achieving the 

Filipinos AmBisyon for 2040:   

“Matatag, Maginhawa, at Panatag 

na Buhay”. 

The Philippine Statistics 

Authority—Regional Statistical 

Services Office III (PSA-RSSO III) 

conducted various worthwhile 

activities that highlighted the  

celebration of the 28th NSM for 

2018.  These activities were actively 

participated by different agencies, 

academe and media group.      

PSA-RSSO III opened the 

28th NSM with the 2015 Census of 

Population (POPCEN) Demographic 

Results and the  Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs) Data 

Dissemination Forum on 2 October 

2017 at SACOP Ephatha, 

Maimpis, City of San Fernando, 

Pampanga.  While, the fun-filled 

Central Luzon Second Interactive 

Stat Challenge ended the month-

long celebration with a bang on 27 

October 2017 which was also 

participated by different 

government agencies 

 Moreover, lecture series 

on Social Demographic Indicators,  

Gender Statistics, and Vital  

Statistics Indicators were  

conducted by the regional office.  

These were participated by  

personnel from PSA and other 

agencies in the region. 

This issue also features: 

2015 Census of Popula�on and the 

Sustainable Development Goals 

Data Dissemina�on Forum 

Central Luzon Second Interac�ve 

Stat Challenge 

Highlights of  Consumer Price 

Index for Bo&om 30 percent 

Income Households in Central 

2018 Regional Planning 

Workshop 

Training/Workshop on 

ANACONDA 
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2015 Census of  Population (POPCEN) and the Sustainable Development Goals 
Data Dissemination Forum 

As part of the yearly  
celebration of NSM, this year’s 
highlights was the 2015 Census of 
Population and the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) Data 
Dissemination Forum. It was held 
on 2 October 2017 at SACOP 
Ephatha, City of San  Fernando, 
Pampanga. 

The said activity was 
attended by representatives from 
different agencies, universities, 
and PSA personnel.  This was 
also covered  by the media group 
in Central Luzon.  

The program started with 
an invocation and the singing of 
the National Anthem led by Mr. 
John Rey T. Duay, Statistical  
Analyst of PSA followed by the 
introduction and acknowledgment 
of guests and participants by the 
masters of ceremony Ms. Ivy D. 
Capulong and Mr. Jun Dave T. 
Patricio, Statistical Specialists II. 

The OIC-Chief of the Civil  
Registration and Administrative 
Support Division (CRASD), Ms. 
Rowena R. Escoto formally 
opened the activity by  
delivering the welcoming remarks  
focusing on the importance of  
statistics in development planning 
and implementation.  She also  
encouraged everyone in 
supporting the region-wide 
activities of PSA in celebrating  
the 28th NSM.    

 
PSA Regional Director   

Edgardo G. Pare began his  
message with the slogan 
“Statistics Pa More” and “Now 
Na”.  RD Pare pointed that PSA 
data collection and methodology 

follows the United Nation (UN) 
Fundamental Principle of Official 
Statistics, which was incorporated in 
the PSA Quality Policy.  However, 
PSA cannot generate all statistics 
needed by policy planners, 
especially at the local level, since 
PSA is mandated only to produce 
general-purpose statistics.   

Nevertheless, he cited that 
other agencies may conduct   
surveys for their own use. But he 
emphasized that these should follow   
the UN standard statistical concepts 
and methodology.  In this regard,    
the Statistical Survey Review and 
Clearance System (SSRCS) was 
institutionalized by the PSA.  The 
SSRCS involves the process of 
evaluating the design and 
instruments of statistical surveys or 
censuses sponsored and/or to be 
conducted by government agencies 
including government corporations at 
the national and/or sub-national 
level.  RD Pare also quoted Senator 
Gatchalian’s saying  “Statisticians 
cannot be politicians, dahil hindi sila 
marunong mambola.  Since 
statisticians base their decisions on 
factual information.” 

RD Severino C. Santos of 
NEDA Region 3 served as the 
keynote speaker of the activity. He 
gave a background on the project 
AmBisyon Natin 2040, wherein  a 
national survey was conducted to  
Filipinos, 15-50 years old, from all 
walks of life, regardless of ethnicity, 
class, or occupation. It was found out 
that majority of Filipinos or 80 
percent of the total population want a 
simple and comfortable life.  While, 
17 percent wants affluent life, and 
the remaining 3  percent of the 

Con�nued on page 3 

population wants a rich/wealthy 
life.  He cited that, Filipinos  define 
“simple and comfortable life” as 
having/owning a medium-sized 
home, a car, able to provide their 
children a college education, and 
able to go on vacation, among 
others. 

AmBisyon Natin 2040 
envisions our country in the next 
25 years to have eradicated 
extreme poverty, free from  
hunger and others.  He mentioned 
also that since AmBisyon Natin 
2040 will cut across four  
administrations, President Rodrigo 
Duterte signed Executive Order 
No. 5, series of 2016.  The 
executive order mandates that the 
four (4) medium-term Philippine 
Development Plans (PDPs) to be 
crafted and implemented until 
2040 shall be anchored on the 
AmBisyon Natin 2040 and over all 
goals.  Likewise,  the 
implementation of these plans 
shall also be within the 2030 SDG 
frameworks. 
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Commission on Population representative  

Ms. Isa Naome Chan Emerges the “Champion” 

 With the success of Central 
Luzon 1st Interactive Statistical 
Challenge during the celebration of 
the 27th NSM in 2016, the PSA 
RSSO III once again continued the 
legacy of the said activity to  
formally close the month-long  
celebration of the 28th NSM. 
 
 The Central Luzon 2nd  
Interactive Statistical Challenge 
was held on 27 October 2017 at 
SACOP Ephatha, City of San  
Fernando, Pampanga.  Organizers 
of the activity made the interactive 
challenge more interesting as they 
served brand new and unique  
gimmicks that were far different 
from last year.  
 

Senior Statistical Specialist 
of PSA, Ms. Arlene Torrico, 
presented the background of the 
2015 POPCEN.  While, Ms. Elna 
Ruth Casasola, Supervising 
Statistical Specialist presented the 
highlights of the 2015 POPCEN 
Demographic Characteristics. 

Chief Statistical Specialist 
(CSS) Ms. Arlene M. Divino of PSA 
RSSO III Statistical Operations and 
Coordination Division, presented 
the SDGs entitled “SDG Targets 
and Indicators: An Analysis of Data 
Requirements and Availability”.  
She presented the SDG 
background thru a video clip 
developed by the Catholic Agency 
for Overseas Development 
(CAFOD) and CARITAS.  CAFOD 

Con�nued from page 3 

and CARITAS are international aid 
agencies working together to 
alleviate poverty and suffering in 
developing countries.  She also 
presented the SDG indicators 
assessment matrix and a video 
clip on localizing the SDGs.  

An open forum was also 
held after the presentations  
moderated by Ms. Patricia D.  
Ramos, Statistical Specialist II of 
PSA RSSO III. Several questions 
were raised which were willingly 
answered by the speakers. 

Ms. Jennielyn S. Mariano, 
Senior Statistical Specialist of PSA 
RSSO III formally put an end to 
the activity with an encouraging 
statement “Let us be more efficient 
in our responsibilities to achieve 

SDGs and continuously and 
actively participate in government 
activities”.  

 Participants from the PSA 
provincial offices, other agencies, 
different institutions and  
academes actively participated the 
event. Local media outfits were 
also present to cover the closing 
ceremony of the NSM. 
 
 Medals, plaques,  
certificates and tokens of  
participation were awarded to the 
participants. Ms. Marizol Arasula 
from the province of Nueva Ecija 
ended 3rd runner-up, followed by 
Ms. Ella Joyce Paragas from the 
Central Luzon State University 
(CLSU) as the 2nd runner-up and 
Ms. Isa Naome Chan from the 
Commission on Population 
emerged as the “Ultimate  

Champion of the 2nd NSM  
Interactive  Statistics Challenge” in 
the individual category. Medals for 
the champion in group category 
were also awarded. 
 
 The Central Luzon  
Interactive Statistical  Challenge is 
an annual activity of PSA-RSSO III 
which aims to promote the  
significance of statistics and draw 
deeper appreciation of it. It also 
aims to strengthen the  
camaraderie among the agencies 
and institutions in Central  
Luzon. 
  
 

Central Luzon 2nd Interactive Stat Challenge 
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Central	Luzon’s	Consumer	Price	Index	(CPI)	for	Bot-

tom	30%	Income	Households	(2000	=	100)	

Third	Quarter	2017		

Year-on-Year Price Situation 

 
 The average inflation for 

the bottom 30 percent income 

households decelerated by 2.8 

percent in the third quarter of 

2017 from the 3.0 percent during 

the second quarter, the decline 

was due to the slower growth 

posted for most of the commodity 

groups.  

 Fuel, Light and Water 
posted the fastest growth of 5.7 
percent from the 200.5 index in 
third quarter of 2016 to 212.0  
index in the same quarter of 2017. 
This was followed by Food,  
Beverage and Tobacco which  
accelerated by 3.0 percent from 
its index of 199.4 to 205.4 in the 
third quarter of 2017. Likewise, 
Housing and Repairs grew by 1.9 
percent from 155.2 to 158.2 index. 
Services also grew by 1.4 percent 
from 243.3 to 246.7 index.  
Clothing grew by 0.5 percent from 
169.2 to 170.1 index and  
Miscellaneous grew by 0.3  
percent from 158.3 to 158.8 index 
in 2017. 
 
 The average inflation was 
placed at 3.0 percent in the  
second quarter of 2017, and 1.0  
percent during the third quarter of 
2016. 
 
 The growth of food index 

for the bottom 30 percent income  

households was 2.7 percent  

during the third quarter of 2017. 

The accelerated growth was faster  

compared with the year 2016 of 

the same period but slower  

compared with the previous  

quarter of 2017. 

 
 Out of the 10 food groups, 
9 posted faster growth. Both the  
indices for Fish and Fruits and  
Vegetables accelerated by 6.8  

Commodity Group Q3 2017 Q2 2017 Q3 2016 

All Items 2.8 3.0 1.0 

     

Food, Beverage and Tobacco 3.0 3.2 1.6 

Clothing 0.5 1.0 0.8 

Housing and Repairs 1.9 2.9 2.2 

Fuel, Light and Water 5.7 5.0 (5.6) 

Services 1.4 1.6 1.2 

Miscellaneous 0.3 0.8 1.1 

Table 1  Year-on-Year Changes of the CPI 
for Bottom 30% Income Households by Commodity Group 

Central Luzon (2000 = 100) 

Source: Survey of Retail Prices of Commodi�es for the CPI, PSA  

Commodity Group Q3 2017 Q2 2017 Q3 2016 

All Food            2.7            2.9            1.5 

        

Cereals            0.9            0.9            0.4 

Rice            0.9            1.0            0.3 

Corn         (0.9)           (0.2)            8.5 

Cereals Preparations            0.6            0.7           (0.1) 

Dairy Products            1.1            1.4            1.5 

Eggs            3.7            4.9            4.3 

Fish            6.8            6.6            4.8 

Fruits and Vegetables            6.8            6.0            3.2 

Meat            5.0            6.6            1.5 

Miscellaneous Foods            0.3            1.0            0.6 

        

Table 2  Year-on-Year Changes of the CPI 
for Bottom 30% Income Households by Food Group 

Central Luzon (2000 = 100) 

Source: Survey of Retail Prices of Commodi�es for the CPI, PSA  

percent from 183.6 to 196.0 and 
202.6 to 216.4, respectively.  
Likewise, Meat index accelerated 
by 5.0 percent from 178.9 to 
187.9. Also, Dairy products had 
1.1 percent increase, Cereals and 
rice both had 0.9 percent  
increase, Cereal Preparation had 
0.6 percent increase and  
Miscellaneous Foods with 0.3  
percent. On the other hand, Corn 
posted a decline of 0.9 percent in 
the third quarter of 2017. 
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 Central Luzon continued to 
be the top producer of palay in the 
country contributing 18.9 percent 
to the total volume of production in 
2017.   
 
 The annual volume of  
palay production in the region was  
estimated at 3,634,807 metric tons 
(Figure 1).  It accelerated to 8.7 
percent compared to last year’s 
level of 3,342,883 metric tons 
(Table 1).   
 
 Of the annual volume of  
palay production in the region, 92.0 
percent were irrigated and 8.0  
percent were rainfed.  The volume 
of production of irrigated palay was 
posted at 3,342,794 metric tons 
(Table 1), up by 7.3 percent in 
2017 compared to 2016.  For  
rainfed palay, the volume of  
production was 292,013 metric 
tons, which increased by 28.1  
percent in 2017 compared with last 
year. 
 
 The peak harvest of palay 
in the region fell during the fourth 
quarter of 2017 at 1,553,435 metric 
tons or 42.7 percent share with the 
annual volume of production.  It 
increased by 16.6 percent  
compared to the same period of 
last year’s level of 1,332,509  
metric tons.  Next to the fourth 
quarter was the second quarter 
with 30.8 percent (1,119,454). 
Meanwhile, about 18.6 percent or 
674,222 metric tons of the palay 
was harvested during the first 
quarter.  The third quarter was the 
lean period of harvest with 287,696 
metric tons contributing only 7.9 
percent to the total volume of  
production in 2017 (Figure 2).   

Central Luzon Continues to be the Top  
Producer of  Palay in the Country 

Figure 1.  Volume of Palay Production by Region, Philippines: 2017 
(metric ton) 

Table 1.  Volume of Palay Production by Ecosystem  

Central Luzon: 2016-2017 (metric ton) 

Commodity / 

Ecosystem
2017 2016

Palay 3,634,807  3,342,883  

Irrigated Palay 3,342,794  3,114,840  

Rainfed Palay 292,013     228,043     

Figure 2.  Volume of Palay Production by Quarter,  
Central Luzon: 2016-2017 (metric ton) 
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2018 Regional Planning Workshop 

 “No one was able to get 
where he was supposed to be 
without taking the very first step to 
move forward.” With all the things 
that had tested the family of PSA 
Central Luzon, the region remains 
firm and standing still. As the new 
working year is about to start,  
everyone in the region is set to 
bravely take the first step to unfold 
whatever the year 2018 may 
bring. The 2018 Regional  
Planning Works (RPW) signified 
the first footprint set by the team 
Central Luzon dedicated for the 
year 2018. 

 The conduct of 2018  
RPW of PSA RSSO III made a 
milestone by promoting a healthy 
and happy PSA on its fourth year 
as an organization. The 2018 
RPW also became a venue in  
welcoming new colleagues and 
celebrating new achievements 
adding to it the launching of  
wellness program, one that is  
targeted, appropriate and  
sustainable. It was conducted on 
13-15 December 2017 at Quest 
Hotel and Conference Center, 

Clarkfield, Pampanga and was  
attended by Regional Director  
Edgardo G. Pare and staffs from the 
regional and provincial offices. The 
three-day program was comprised of 
acknowledgement of participants,  
audio visual presentations of  
milestones and achievements of the 
region and provinces, expectations 
and objectives of the workshop were 
also set, presentation of work  
programs, 
pledge of com-
mitment and the 
renewal of oath 
of office. A  
fellowship night 
was also staged 
showcasing the different talents of 
the employees of PSA Central  
Luzon. 

 With Mr. Jessie D. Lobo and 
Ms. Rhea Miranda as the masters of  
ceremonies, the first day of the 
workshop was started with an in  
invocation followed by the light and 
heartwarming welcome remarks of 
the OIC-Chief CRASD Rowena R. 
Escoto. After welcoming remarks, 
Regional Director Edgardo G. Pare 
echoed the message of  

National Statistician Lisa Grace  
Bersales on the conduct of 2018 
RPW followed by his own vision 
on the output of 2018 RPW. The  
program was continued with the  
acknowledgement of participants 
and the presentations of  
milestones prepared by the region 
and  
provinces. 

 After the 
presentations, Chief 
Statistical   Special-
ist Arlene M. Divino 
discussed the  
expectations and  
objectives of the  

workshop.  

          Presentations of the work  
programs were started with the 
2018 Civil Registration Activities 
by Chief Statistical Specialist 
Ledesma L. Morante of Bataan by  
enumerating the drafts of activities 
proposed for the Civil  
Registration. Activities from  
National Census Service was  
 

“No one was able to get where he 

was supposed to be without taking 

the very first step to move forward.”  

- JRTD 

Con�nued on page 7 
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Con�nued from page 6 

discussed by Chief Statistical  
Specialist Emma A. Fabian of  
Bulacan. OIC-Chief Corazon P.  
Bonifacio highlighted the activities 
from Macro Account Service.  
Meanwhile, Chief Statistical  
Specialist Norman L. Bundalian  
outlined the activities from the  
office of the National Statistician. 
Ending the first day of the  
workshop, Chief Statistical  
Specialist Arlene M. Divino  
enumerated the Activities from IT 
and Dissemination and Standards 
Service and ISSP. 

 On the second day, Mr. 

Jun Dave T. Patricio and Marielle 

A. Tuazon kept the program  

rolling. The day two was started 

with the introduction of the special 

guest from the central office. Chief 

Administrative Officer Joseph P. 

Cajita of the General Services  

Division. Mr. Cajita discussed 

worthwhile information on the  

Procurement Procedures and Other 

Administrative Matters. This was  

followed by discussion on the  

summary of activities from Financial 

and Administrative Service by OIC-

Chief Rowena R. Escoto. CSS Maria 

Virginia Olveña of Pampanga talked 

about the activities lined up from  

Social Sector Statistics Service.  

Activities from the Economic Sector 

Statistics Service were presented by 

Chief Statistical Specialist Mercy A. 

Duaso of Aurora. The last presenter 

for the day was CSS Elizabeth Rayo 

of PSA Aurora who enumerated the 

consolidated 2018 calendar of  

activities. 

 During the night, the pledge 

of commitment and oath of office 

was recited  by all regular personnel 

of RSSO 3. Forming a pyramid 

which signifies the head of an arrow 

connoting PSA as moving forward 

towards achieving its vision,  

everyone recited the pledge of 

commitment with the song “Go the 

distance” as the background  

music. It was further highlighted 

by the singing and dancing of the 

PSA jingle. 

 The employees also had 

fun in the fellowship night that was 

pulled through after the symbolical 

pledge of commitment. It was 

hosted by Mr. Gil Antonio D. 

Casupanan and Ms. Lizel 

Cabuso. Representatives from the 

region and the provinces  

showcased their talents in  

dancing and singing. The regional 

staff also staged a raffle draw with 

three major prizes. There were 

also, games and prizes given 

which made the fellowship night 

filled with excitement and fun 

were also present during the  

fellowship with corresponding 

prizes for the winners.Early  

morning on the third day of the  

program, the staff hosted a fun 

walk followed by a zumba. The 

regional staff also invited guests 

from the Census Provident to  

inform and share knowledge 

about provident fund for the newly

-hired employees and staff. 

Walk for a Cause 
 With its continuous  

commitment to serve the youths of 

today, the City of San Fernando, 

Pampanga was able to continue 

its annual Alay Lakad for 2018 

with the theme: “ Abe-abeng  

Takabang para kareng  

Kayanakang Pakamalan” on 24 

November 2017. 

 

 Volunteers coming from 

different government agencies, 

private institutions and academes 

supported the walk for a cause 

and donated some amount of 

money. PSA RSSO III was one of 

the agencies that continuously 

showed support to this charitable 

endeavor. 

 

 The said activity primarily 

aimed to raise fund for the  

education grants of Out-of-School

-Youth. This was led by the city 

government of San Fernando, 

Pampanga and City Social and 

Welfare Development (CSWD) 

under the leadership of Honorable 

Mayor Edwin D. Santiago. 
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PSA and BSP Spearhead Basic Stat. Training 

In order to capacitate and 
deepen the appreciation of the  
Regional Statistics Committee 
(RSC) members of Central Luzon 
to statistics, the PSA RSSO III  
conducted a three-day training /
Workshop on Basic Statistics on 19
-21 December 2017 at BSP  
Building San Fernando Branch, 
City of San Fernando, Pampanga.  

 
Representatives coming 

from different agencies and  
provincial offices of PSA actively 
participated in the training and 
shared their offices’ data during the 
final presentation of workshop.  
Series of discussions incorporated 
with workshops by group were  
administered by the resource 
speakers of the said training. 

The said training was 
sponsored and made possible 
through the unwavering support 
of the Bangko Sentral ng  
Pilipinas (BSP) San Fernando 
Branch under the leadership of 
Deputy Director Joseph Norbert 
S. David.  

 Chief Statistical Specialist 

(CSS) of the Statistical Operations 

and Coordination Division (SOCD) 

Arlene M. Divino and Statistical 

Specialist II Jun Dave T. Patricio 

acted as the resource speakers of 

the basic statistics training. 

Training on ANACONDA 

The PSA RSSO III  
organized a two-day training  
Workshop on the Analysis of  
Causes of National Deaths for  
Action on 27-28 December 2017 at 
SACOP Ephatha, Maimpis, City of 
San Fernando, Pampanga. The 
said training was attended by the 
staff from the regional office and  
mostly by registration officers of 
provincial offices . Participants were 
taught how to use the ANACONDA 
System and had a hands-on  
workshop on analyzing data on 
death generated from their  
municipalities. 

 
Chief Statistical Specialist 

(CSS)  Arlene M. Divino and  

Supervising Statistical (SvSS) 
Specialist Elna Ruth F.  Casasola 
served as the resource speakers. 
The said training/workshop  
particularly aimed to analyze and 
evaluate the status and the  
causes of deaths recorded in  
Central Luzon. In so doing,  
registration officers of the  
provincial offices can help the  
municipal health officers in  
properly filling out the death  
certificate forms particularly in the  
items concerning the causes of 
death. 

For any queries and comments, 

you may kindly reach us at: 

    

psaregion3@gmail.com 

(045) 455-2552 

(045) 436-4452 

(045) 436-3806 

psa.gov.ph 

rsso03.psa.gov.ph 


